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INSTRUCTIONS 

1. This paper consists of FIVE questions. 

2. Answer QUESTION ONE and ANY OTHER TWO questions. 

3. All workings must be clearly shown and diagrams neatly drawn 

             

QUESTION ONE (30 MARKS) – COMPULSORY 

               

a) With the aid of diagram(s) and voltage current characteristics, briefly discuss the principle 

operation of a power transistor. (8marks)                                                                 

b) Differentiate between forward-blocking and reverse-blocking operation of a semiconductor 

device. (4 marks)  

c) With the aid of a diagram, briefly explain the operation of a flyback converter.  (8 marks) 

d) A push-pull converter has the following parameters: 

Vs=30v 

Np/Ns=2 



D=0.3 

Lx=0.5Mh 

        � = 6Ω 

 � = 50	
 

F=10kHz 

Determine: 

i. The output voltage Vo, (2 marks) 

ii. The maximum and minimum values of currents iLx  (2 marks) 

iii. The output ripple voltage. (2 marks) 

 Assume all components are ideal. 

e) Define Pulse Width Modulation and list two advantages associated with it.  (4 marks) 

                      

QUESTION TWO (15 MARKS) 

a) A highly inductive load is supplied by a DC converter. The average load current is �� = 100� 

and the load ripple current can be considered negligible (Δ� = 0). A simple LC input filter with 

�� = 0.3�� and �� = 4500	
 is used. If the converter is operated at a frequency of 350�� 

and a duty cycle of 0.5:                   

i) Sketch the circuit arrangement of the converter with the input filter and also, the 

equivalent circuit for harmonic currents.  

ii) Determine the maximum rms value of the fundamental component of converter-

generated harmonic current in the supply line.  (8marks) 

b) Sketch and correctly label the following two power electronics devices:  

(i) Insulated gate bipolar transistor. 

(ii) Bipolar power transistor. (2 marks) 

c) With the aid of a diagram and Voltage Current (V-I) characteristics, briefly discuss power 

MOSFET (metal-oxide semiconductor field-effect transistors). (5 marks) 

QUESTION THREE (15 MARKS)            

a) Give two main industrial applications of inverters.                                                     [2marks] 

b) With reference to the single-phase half-bridge inverter circuit diagram of Fig. Fig.Q3b, and 

with the aid of waveforms and equations, explain the principle of operation of the inverter.    

                                                                                                                                                       [5marks] 



 

Fig.Q3b Single-phase half-bridge inverter 

c) The single-phase half-bridge inverter in Fig.Q3b has a resistive load � = 2.4Ω and the DC input 

voltage is �� = 48�. Determine 

i) the ��� output voltage at the fundamental frequency ���, 

ii) the output power, !�, 

iii) the average and peak currents of each transistor, 

iv) the peak reverse blocking voltage �"# of each transistor, 

v) the Total harmonic distortion (THD) 

vi) the distortion factor (DF) 

vii) the harmonic factor (HF)and distortion factor (DF) of the Lowest order harmonic (LOH) 

(8marks) 

QUESTION FOUR (15 MARKS) 

The three-phase inverter in Fig. Q4 has a Y-connected load of � = 5Ω and � = 23��. The 

inverter frequency is  $� = 60�� and the DC input voltage is �� = 220�.                     

 

Fig. Q4 Three-phase Full-Bridge Inverter  

a) Express the instantaneous line-to-line voltage ��%&'( and line current ��&'( in a Fourier 

series. (2mks) 

b) Determine:  



i) the rms line voltage �)   

ii) the rms phase voltage �*  

iii) the rms line voltage �)� at the fundamental frequency  

iv) the rms phase voltage �*� at the fundamental frequency  

v) the Total harmonic distortion (THD)  

vi) the distortion factor (DF)  

vii) the harmonic factor (HF)and distortion factor (DF) of the Lowest order 

harmonic (LOH)  

viii) the load power !� (13marks) 

 

QUESTION FIVE (15MARKS) 

a) With the aid of diagram(s) and voltage-current characteristics, explain the principle 

operation of the following power electronics devices: 

i. The DlAC 

ii. The TRIAC (4 marks) 

b)  List any three groups of power semiconductor devices. (3 marks) 

c) A single-phase full-bridge inverter is connected between a 200� +. �. source and a series 

connected R-L load with � = 20Ω and � =  50��. The inverter frequency is 50��. 

Determine the values of the rms load current, the load power and the total harmonic 

distortion factor, up to the 9th harmonic.  [8marks]     

                                                                          

                                         END OF EXAMS 

 


